VISUALIZATION OF DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN CLIENTS AND CONTRACTORS ON CONTRACT DISPUTES IN PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS IN JAPAN
Seiichi HAMADA, Kiyoyuki KAITO, Daijiro MIZUTANI, Eisaku SUGIHARA and Katsuhiko HIRAKAWA Construction contracts in public works projects are generally incomplete in nature, so clients and contractors may have discussions on contract change when there are any concerns over unexpected events. In quite a few cases, such discussions do not progress smoothly and then lead to con-tract disputes. In this study, the authors focus on the cases of disputes about the revi-sions to contracts for public work after the changes in design, and discuss the systematic problems with clients, such as account audit and congressional approval, and the obsta-cles to the execution of construction contracts, such as the involvement of two parties in the execution of contracts, and bureaucratic unilateralism and infallibility. Then, the authors propose the disclosure of the progress of discussions between clients and construc-tors for revising contracts (visualization of progress management systems) to a third party, in order to streamline the discussions.
